
Lab 3: Regular expressions. Shell Sript.1 Introdution� Topis:{ Regular expressions� basi rules (see also ourse notes and UNIX in a nutshell, h 6)� fg in more details� examples{ Use of REs in various UNIX appliations:� grep, egrep� vi,� sed,� emas{ short shell sript� variables� return value of eah UNIX ommand� if� for� ase2 Regular Expressions (RE)RE is a way of desribing a set of strings without having to list all the stringsin your set. RE ontains instrutions on how to math the pattern. This isaomplished by using plain text and speial tokens. A sample RE may looklike: helloThis mathes any bit of text whih ontain hello. It will not math "Hello"in "Hello, world" sine REs are ase sensitive. REs may also ontain tokens.These tokens are used in plae of other text. For example hel*o is a RE, where* is a token. As we will see later, * means 0 or more repetitions of the previousharater. Our RE will math heo, as well as helo, hello or hellllllllo.1



REs are used by many UNIX programs (grep, egrep, sed, perl, vi, emaset.). Tokens may vary from program to program and you should refer to manualfor the program to see, whih tokens are supported. However the following tablegives the basi rules used by most programs:2.1 Rules for forming (basi) RE:1. A non-speial harater is a RE mathing that harater.Example: a6%Speial haraters are:":" period"�" asterisk"[" left square braket"n" bakslash" "̂ aret"$" dollar signNote: A speial harater used as "normal" must be preeded by a bak-slash.Example: Mainn:m3�rstn:java2. If token A is RE and token B is RE, then token AB is also REToken AB is alled a onatenation of REs A and B. RE �rst mathes A thenB.Example: RE s mathes the string "s" beause it �rst mathes  and then s.3. (A) mathes anything that mathes token A ( preedene re-lations or grouping)Notes:� "(" is not listed as a speial harater. As a result, in many UNIX ap-pliations, whih support "(" we have to use "n(" to preserve its speialmeaning.� "()" has also another meaning : it will store the pattern for later replay.(see UNIX in a Nutshell) 2



4. AjB mathes anything that mathes token A or token B.Example : a) ajbb) (ab)j(d).Similarly as before, sine j is not listed as a speial harater, n is used topreserve its speial meaning. And so,a) will be written as:anjbb) will be written as em n(abn)njn(dn)5. A* , where token A is a RE, mathes zero or more repetitionof AExample: a* will math:"" - an empty stringa - one repetition of aaaaaaaa - more then one repetition of a et.w(ab)* will math:wwabwababab et.6. ':' (single period) mathes any harater exept newline nn.Example: Main.m3 will math:MainAm3Main7m3 et.Reall, that if Main.m3 should be mathed exatly, the appropriate RE hasto be written as Mainn:m3.[ab℄ - harater lasses[ab℄ means (ajb)[abdefg℄ means(ajbjjdjejfjg)Note, that a shortut like [a�g℄ is admissible. In ase, the harater '�' is reallyone of the harater in [℄, '�' has to be putted as �rst or last harater in thelist. For example: [a�g�℄ will math ajbjjdjejfjgj�.Examples:[A�Za�z℄[A�Za�z0�9 ℄� mathes any modula3 identi�er or key-word [A�Z℄[A�Z℄� mathes any sequene of at least one apital letter7. [̂ ab℄ inverted harater lasses3



Examples: [̂ ab℄ mathes anything exept [ab℄[̂ a�q℄ will math t or u or z but not a or d.8. Â - where A is a RE, mathes anything that mathes A, butonly if it ours at the beginning of the line.Example:̂[A�Z℄ mathes any apital letter at the beginning of the line.9. A$ mathes anything that mathes A but only if it ours atthe end of a lineExample: The following RE �nds all lines that ontain only one word END,perhaps with spaes before and after it:"^ �END �$"Some additional rules not supported by all UNIX appliations:10. A+ mathes one or more repetitions of A.Note: A+ is the same as AA� and many UNIX appliations do not support '+'at all. Consult man pages of the partiular appliation for what is or is notsupported.11. A? mathes zero or one repetition of ANote: ? is the same as (Aj�)Examples:a1p[1�4℄n:txt test ases for the assignment 1[̂̂:℄ any harater but '.' at the beginning of the line.H[aeiou℄llo seond letter is a vowelbugs� bug, bugs, bugssssMultiple mathes:fn,mg must our at least n times, but no more than m times.fn, g at least n timesf ,mg no more than m timesfng exatly n times� 0 or more times (same as f0, g )+ 1 or more times (same as f1, g )? 0 or 1 time (same as f0,1g)Examples: quu�x = qu+x=quf1, gxqujqux=qu?x=quf0,1gxet. 4



2.2 Programs Using Regular ExpressionsMany UNIX programs and tools use Regular Expressions. In this setions wemention grep, sed and vi. For a omplete desription refer to the UNIX in anutshell book.2.2.1 Grep and EgrepGrep and egrep are tools that searh for patterns in �les and �nd all lines on-taining a partiular string.Format: grep RE �lename(see UNIX in a nutshell and man grep for more detailed desription)Examples: grep "youruserid" marks - prints all lines whih ontain 'you-ruserid' in the �le 'marks'grep "n�" lasslist - prints all lines whih ontain a harater '�'.grep "[Pp℄roed.*" *.java - prints all lines whih ontain Proedor proed in all �les with extension java.Note the signi�ant di�erene between '�' as used in RE and '�' used inshell. Sine shell may be easily onfused by '�' or any other speial harater inregular expression, it is always reommended to quote (by using " or "") RE.2.2.2 RE in vi:Another appliation whih uses REs is the vi editor. For purpose of an exerisewe will reate a �le 'temp' in the urrent diretory. Open a �le by typing:vi tempand enter the following two lines:Tooting and froinguntil tomorrow morningNow suppose we want to searh for a string starting with 't' and ending with'ing'. The orret regular expression is: t.*ingSwith into the ommand mode by pressingESCand type /t.*ing (ENTER). The ursor will point to the �rst harater ofthe longest math 'ting and froing'.Press / ( ENTER) and the ursor will move to the next math: 'tiltomorrow morning'.For more options refer to the UNIX in a nutshell book.5



2.2.3 RE in sed:SED means a Stream EDitor. SED does not hange the �le it edits. It takes datafrom standard input or a �le, transforms them and passes them into a standardoutput. The UNIX ommand is sed and we will show only a few examples ofits appliation for �nding or replaing a string in the given text. More detaileddesription an be found in UNIX in a nutshell.Assume that we want to replae all ourrenes of t.*ing in temp withHELLO. We an do so using:at temp j sed 's/t.*ing/HELLO/g'or sed 's/t.*ing/HELLO/g' tempNotie that the longest math is replaed.Output goes to stdin.3 The Shell SriptAs mentioned in lab 2, sripting languages are similar to bath �les in DOS butare more powerful. They inlude variables, looping, onditional exeution et.We already saw how to write a simple shell sript, here we introdue variables,onditional statements and loops. For a full desription refer to the UNIX in anutshell book. There are also several ourses available on the WEB. For exam-ple a very nie introdutory ourse in bourne shell an be found here:http://www.emerson.emory.edu/servies/unixhelp1.3/Pages/srpt/3.1 The BasisA sript should start with a line#!/bin/shNormally, '#' introdues a omment line in shell. However, #! is a speialomment. It tells the shell that it is a sript and should be run using theprogram sh (bourne shell) in the bin diretory. A sript in korn shell will startwith the line #!/bin/kshfor example.3.2 VariablesShell variables work on the priniple of 'variable substitution'. This is di�erentfrom nonsripting languages suh as ++. If you want to use the name of avariable, type the name itself. If you want to substitute its value, type the dollarsign $ followed by name. In ase the value of the variable ontains spaes, wehave to use pair of double quotes (see the example below). To delimit name of6



the variable one has to use urly braes fg, as shown in the example.Example:#! /bin/shlass=s241longname="I like s241"eho lass #prints lasseho $lass #prints s241eho $lassroom #prints nothingeho $flassgroom #prints s241roomeho $longname #prints I like s241After exeution the output will be:lasss241s241roomI like s2413.3 Command Line ParametersWhen shell sript is started, variables $0 to $9 are set to values of parameterspassed from the ommand line.Example: Create a sript �le test.sh by using vi editor:vi test.sh#!/bin/sheho Parameter 1: $1eho Parameter 2: $2Save the �le, allow exeution by hanging the permission and exeute it withtwo input parameters hello and world:./test.sh hello worldThe following output will be displayed:Parameter 1: helloParameter 2: world3.4 Conditional Statements3.4.1 The if statementA typial example of the if statement is:if bin/testprgtheneho return from the testprg is true7



elseeho return from the testprg is false�Every UNIX ommand returns on exit a value, whih the shell an use. Thisvalue is held in the read-only shell variable $?. The value 0 (zero) signi�es su-ess; anything other than 0 (zero) signi�es failure. In our example, if testprgexeutes suessfully, the return value is 0 and the line:return from the testprg is trueis printed. In ase the exeution was not suessful, the linereturn from the testprg is falseis printed.The if statement is often used with the test program stored in /usr/bin di-retory. The test program has many parameters enabling it to hek whetherstrings are equal or di�erent, if the �le exists, and muh more. The ompletedesription is in UNIX in a nutshell book. Sometimes the shorthand [ ℄ for thetest program is used.Example: Test if the �le test.sh exists:if [ -f test.sh ℄theneho �le existselseeho �le not found�Note the syntax of the test ommand: [ �f �le ℄. The spaes after '[' andbefore '℄' are neessary.The general syntax of the if statement is:if testthenommands (if ondition is true)elseommands (if ondition is false)�then, else and � are shell reserved words and as suh are only reognizedafter a newline or ; (semiolon). The if onstrut must end with a � statement.if statements may be nested:if ...then ...else if ......� 8



�The elif statement an be used as shorthand for an else if statement. Forexample: if ...then ...elif ......��3.4.2 The ase statementThe ase statement starts with the keyword 'ase' followed by the value to betested and the keyword 'in'. This is followed by series of options. Eah value tobe tested is on a separate line with a losing parenthesis ')' after it. The odewhih should be exeuted omes after the value. After that there should be aline with double semi-olon ;;The general syntax of the ase statement is:ase value inpattern1) ommand(s);;pattern2) ommand(s);;patternN) ommand(s);;esaAfter all the ommands are exeuted, the ontrol is passed to the �rst state-ment after the esa.Several values an be mathed in the same line. They must be separatedfrom eah other by a j symbol. For example:ase value inpattern1jpattern2) ommand... ;;Patterns are heked for a math in the order in whih they appear. Aommand is always arried out after the �rst instane of a pattern.3.4.3 The for statementThe for loop notation has the general form:for var in list-of-wordsdo 9



ommandsdoneommands is a sequene of one or more ommands separated by a newlineor ; (semiolon).The reserved words do and done must be preeded by a newline or ; (semi-olon). Small loops an be written on a single line. For example:for var in list; do ommands; doneThis is a simple example of a for loop and a 'ommand substitution':for i in `ls `do eho "the name of the �le is $i"doneIn this example, the ommand ls is exeuted �rst, sine it is used insidebak-quotes. Then the values are substituted to i and proper message is printed.Suppose that the result of the ls ommand is:�rsttest.shThen the output from the for loop is:the name of the �le is �rstthe name of the �le is test.shFor information on while loop and other useful ommands used refer to theUNIX in a nutshell book.3.5 Briey About LinuxLinux is a UNIX -like operating system designed for personal omputers. It isfreely available on the WEB:http://www.debian.org/http://www.redhat.om/Youmay also purhase an installation disk with software needed for all s oursesin the Computer Club of UW or visit the book store.Install Linux on your PC and enjoy!
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